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Smart, sophisticated headphones with a sound quality to match.

Key Features
•	 Denon’s 50mm “Free Edge Nano Fibre” drivers
•	 Acoustically transparent
•	 Pentagonal-shaped ear pads with memory foam
•	 Ball and socket ear cup design for the perfect fit
•	 Integrated cable connections on the ear cups enable  

the use of detachable hi-fi quality cables 
– Hi-fi quality, three metre 7-NOFC cable with  
 1/4” gold-plated adapter 
– On-the-go cable with integrated remote and microphone

•	 Carrying case with karabiner for easy attachment

 
OVER-EAR HEADPHONES

Technical Information

Colour Black

Driver Diameter 50 mm

Driver Type Dynamic, Free Edge Nano Fibre

Impedance 25 ohms

Sensitivity 108 dB/mW

Maximum power input 1800 mW

Frequency Response 5-45,000Hz

Weight 365 grams

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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SOUNDS LIKE YOU

So acoustically pure, it’s like hearing your favourite  
song for the first time
With Denon’s AH-D600 headphones you are guaranteed  
class-leading sound quality. You will experience every nuance 
of a recording, with the designs offering a sophisticated sound 
with exceptional clarity. It is like hearing your favourite song for 
the first time. Built to deliver the very best performance for the 
price, these headphones offer exceptional attention to detail 
and a wealth of proprietary technology, from new drivers to 
the bespoke gold-plated cables. Sit back and indulge in sound 
sophistication like never before. 

Denon’s proprietary 50mm Free Edge Nano Fibre Drivers 
maximize sound quality and efficiency
Denon is well known as an innovator in the world of audio 
technology. And the company’s latest headphones continue this 
acclaimed tradition. Denon’s proprietary Free Edge Nano Fibre 
Driver sets new standards in sound reproduction. Designed to 
provide the performance of a high-end loudspeaker from an 
Over-Ear Headphone, it delivers unprecedented sonic clarity and 
dynamic range.

FITS LIKE YOU

Feel the music. Not your headphones
At Denon we believe you should feel the music, not your 
headphones. In a quest to provide the most comfortable 
headphones, Denon’s engineers have studied over 4,000 pairs 
of ears from people around the world, to come up with a design 
that automatically accounts for the subtle differences in ear 
shape, placement, ear canal size, and head size. We know that fit 
and comfort comes from paying attention to the smallest details. 
Denon’s patent-pending pentagonally-shaped memory foam ear 
pads provide exquisite comfort, while our ball and socket ear cup 
design delivers the ultimate custom fit.

MOVES LIKE YOU

At Denon we know that a best-in-class listening experience is 
all about the details. These new flagship headphones come have 
integrated cable connections on the ear cups and come with a 
choice of two detachable high quality cables: either a 99.99% 
OFC (oxygen-freecopper) audiophile cable with a gold-plated  
¼” adapter jack for home listening or an on-the go cable with 
in-line remote and microphone, so you can control your Apple® 
iPod®, iPhone® or iPad™. 

Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings, Inc.

//Apple is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. Apple iPod, iPhone and 
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple. “Made for iPod,” “Made for 
iPhone,” and “Made for iPad” mean that an electronic accessory has been 
designed to connect specifically to iPod, iPhone, or iPad, respectively, and 
has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. 
Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance 
with safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this 
accessory with iPod, iPhone, or iPad may affect wireless performance. 
iPad, iPhone, iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod shuffle, and iPod 
touch. The remote and microphone are supported only by iPod nano (4th 
generation and later), iPod classic (120/160GB), iPod touch (2nd generation 
and later), iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, and iPad. The remote is supported by 
iPod shuffle (3rd generation and later). Audio is supported by all iPod 
models. Android is a registered trademark of Google, Inc. Denon, Sounds 
Like You and Music Maniac are trademarks of D&M Holdings Inc. TuneIn is 
a registered trademark of TuneIn Radio. Copyright 2012 D&M Holdings Inc.

Denon’s Music Maniac Over-Ear Headphones are elegant, 
sophisticated, high-end designs that offer sound quality to 
match. Featuring Denon’s 50mm “Free Edge Nano Fibre” drivers, 
pentagonal memory foam ear pads that articulate 360° and 
detachable cable connections, these headphones deliver the best 
performance and comfort no matter what type of music you’re 
listening to.

DENON AUDIO APP
Denon Audio App application, available for iPhone, iPad, or 
Android phones enhances the listening experience by providing:
•	 High quality audio player with instant playlist creation 

capability
•	 Ability to create, save and share custom EQ curves with 

an integrated 100-band equalizer
•	 Choose from myriad EQ presets
•	 Update your Facebook or Twitter status about the music 

you like with a touch of a button
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